Become Sharp Crestron Connected
Why Video Collaboration?
From now into the future, the way we meet has transformed. The ease and
availability of high-speed internet, along with a dramatic drop in the price of
displays has changed the way companies meet. Expensive business trips aren’t
always necessary if you want to meet face-to-face. Now, all you need is a video
system and a display to turn any meeting area into a virtual meeting space.
Employees need to feel engaged. Video collaboration establishes relationships
and builds trust by seeing body language, facial expressions and the emotions
of participants conveyed in real time. The benefits of video collaboration are:
Reduced Travel Time and Costs
 Increased Productivity
 Improved Communication
 Social Distancing Measures
 Better Work-Life Balance

 Greater Attendance
 Connect to More People
 Employee Retention

5 Key Considerations for a Successful Video Collaboration:
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1. Room Type - Before making a decision, be sure to sit in the room in the farthest position away from the
screen to ensure that all participants will be able to read the display. You will need to know how many
people are in the room and how are they positioned. The size and layout of the room will likely help you
determine what size display you need.
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2. Camera Quality –Invest in an easy-to-operate, high-quality camera designed specifically for use in conference rooms such as a wide-angle HD camera that is designed to let you see everyone in the room.
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3. Sound Clarity/Reliability – Invest in a speakerphone for your video conferences. Laptop and/or smartphone speakers are not designed for large meetings. Consider adding microphone range to ensure every
voice can be heard.
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4. Readability and Positioning - Consider what content will be shared. You want everyone in the room to
be able to see both the faces on a video conference call and the data shared in the online meeting, so
select a size accordingly
5. Connectivity - Consider the range of wired options you will need and plan accordingly. Increasingly,
wireless connectivity is becoming the norm in offices and this is one method that can allow for quick and
cable-free access.

Small, Medium and Large Room Solutions
Huddle/Small Meeting Room
Flex B-Series Room Solution kits
 For rooms up to 5 seats
 Front of Room AV with Crestron Smart Soundbar
 15ft optimal Mic pick-up range
 Integrated camera supports object recognition and genius framing
 Designed for Microsoft S4B, Teams or Zoom Intelligent Communication Platform
 Consistent UI at every workspace
 Touch panel on the table for control
 One touch join video conferencing
 Add scheduling panel and room availability lightbar outside the room
 Add AM-200 component behind display for Wireless Presentation

Crestron Flex B-Series

UC-B140-T or UC-B140-Z

UC-B160-T or UC-B160-Z

Single display video conference system
w/ intelligent camera

Single display video conference system
w/ intelligent camera

Features
 Natively runs Microsoft Teams with one touch join
 10" TSW Touch Panel for one touch join and control
 Smart Soundbar w/echo free clarity
 Join/Book a Meeting
 Cloud enabled – Microsoft Azure and XiO Cloud
 Supurb sound quality w/15FT optimal Mic
pick-up range
 Beam forming microphone array, speakers
 UC Engine
 Huddly IQ 4K camera, AI capable, object
recognition, people counting and genius framing
 PoE Network Power or AC Power
 Natively runs Microsoft Teams or Zoom

Features
 Natively runs Microsoft Teams with one touch join
 10" TSW Touch Panel for one touch join and control
 Smart Soundbar w/echo free clarity
 Join/Book a Meeting
 Cloud enabled – Microsoft Azure and XiO Cloud
 Superb Sound quality, 15ft Mic pick-up range
 Beam forming microphone array, speakers
 UC Engine
 Huddly IQ 4k camera, object recognition, people
counting and genius framing
 PoE Network Power or AC Power
 Natively runs Microsoft Teams or Zoom
 Supports dual display rooms

Sharp PN-B401 or PN-B501
 40" and 50" Class

Professional LCD Monitors
 1920 x 1080p resolution
 300 cd/m2
 Built in SOC
 16 hrs/day operation

 Variety of Inputs for Versatility
 HDMI input x2
 Analog RGB Input X1
 DisplayPort x1
 RS232 x 1
 Audio x 1

Medium Meeting Rooms
Flex M-Series Room Solution kits
 For rooms up to 15 seats
 Conference Tabletop Control and Audio
 20ft Mic pick-up, 360 degree range
 Intelligent camera AI capable with object recognition, people counting
and genius framing
 Designed for Microsoft S4B, Teams or Zoom Intelligent Communication Platform
 Consistent UI at every workspace
 One touch join video conferencing
 Add Scheduling panel and room availability lightbar outside the room
 Add AM-200 component behind display for Wireless Presentation

Crestron Flex M-Series

UC-M130-T or UC-M130-Z

UC-M150-T or UC-M150-Z

Single display video conference system

Dual display video conference system
w/ intelligent camera

Features
 Natively runs Microsoft Teams with one touch join
 Mercury table-top device, video conferencing and
control, with occupancy sensor
 Echo Free voice clarity
 Manage contacts
 Join/Book a Meeting
 Cloud enabled – Microsoft Azure and XiO Cloud
 Superb Sound quality, 360 degree quad Mic array
 Full color touch screen, 7"
 Logitech C930 camera
 UC Engine
 PoE+ Network Power or AC Power
 Natively runs Microsoft Teams or Zoom

Sharp PN-HB651/751/851
 65", 75" or 85"
 4K Ultra HD LCD Display
 350cd Brightness
 16hrs/day Operation
 Quad Screen, PinP, PbyP
 Built-in SOC and Mini OPS expansion slot
 Smart Connectivity
 Support High-speed wireless LAN
 Built in Bluetooth connectivity

Features
 Natively runs Microsoft Teams with one touch join
 Mercury table-top device, video conferencing and
control w/ occupancy sensor
 Echo Free voice clarity
 Manage contacts
 Join/Book a Meeting
 Cloud enabled – Microsoft Azure and XiO Cloud
 Superb Sound quality, 360 degree quad Mic array
 Full color touch screen, 7"
 Huddly IQ 4K camera with Object recognition and
genius framing
 UC Engine
 PoE+ Network Power or AC Power
 Natively runs Microsoft Teams or Zoom
Windows Collaboration Display
 4K Ultra-HD 70" Class (69.5" diagonal)
interactive display
 Anti-glare, anti-fingerprint film
 1.9mm protective tempered glass
 Capacitive touchscreen
 Room scale Microsoft 365™ experience
 IoT smart edge device
 Crestron Connected
 If combining with Crestron Flex, works with Zoom
Room kits only

Large Meeting Rooms
Flex M-Series Room Solution kits
 For rooms greater than 20 seats
 Conference Tabletop Control and Audio
 20ft Mic pick-up range, 360 degree range
 Include Mic Extenders for optimal audio clarity
 Intelligent camera with object recognition and Genius framing
 Designed for Microsoft S4B, Teams or Zoom Intelligent Communication Platform
 Consistent UI at every workspace
 One touch join video conferencing
 Add Scheduling panel and room availability lightbar outside the room
 Add AM-200 component behind display for Wireless Presentation
 Add CCS-UCA-MIC-kit, Microphone extenders

Crestron Flex – Microphone Extenders
 CCS-UCA-MIC-Kit, low profile microphone extender

for Mercury
 Includes two 12Ft cables
 Mic mute button and indicator

PN-HB751/PN-HB851 x 1 or 2
 Leverage Expandability for Multiple Screens:

- DisplayPort Daisy Chain
- Mini OPS Slot
 350cd Brightness
 16hrs/day Operation

Being ‘Crestron Certified’, provides the end-client with a seamless A/V control platform which ensures compatibility
between their Crestron control platform and their Crestron Connected Sharp display.
 IP-enabled products integrate seamlessly, as well as natively communicate, within a Crestron

Control Environment.
 Crestron’s New UC-MX150-T or–Z, Mercury X and dual mode room solutions support native and BYOD video

conferencing needs.
 Sharp builds Crestron Connected protocols into the device’s firmware. The device is then sent to Crestron for

certification, after which gets added to the Crestron Connected Device database.
 All recommended solutions referenced have the ability to be deployed, monitored and managed via Crestron

XiO Cloud.
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